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A (biased) X-ray astronomer’s response to
theTAC question, “Why X-ray clusters?”

•

Selecting galaxy clusters as extended X-ray sources is
the best way to select virialised systems and is superior
to optical searches for galaxy overdensities which are
prone to identify both real clusters and projected LSS.	


•

Selecting galaxy clusters as extended X-ray sources
identifies only virialised/relaxed systems and possibly
misses clusters influenced by AGN or recent mergers.
X-ray searches are complementary to searches using
other wavebands if the full range of cluster phenomena
at a given redshift are to be sampled.

Detection biases in cluster identification:
A case study using the XMM-LSS and
SpARCS samples in XXL-N
•
•

XMM-LSS selects 20 z>0.8 clusters over the 9 deg2 XMM-LSS/SWIRE field.	


•

Can we measure the X-ray/IRAC properties of both samples in a common,
robust manner and compare them on a single diagram?	


•

The goal is to address the multi-wavelength biases which affect distant
cluster identification and determine the astrophysical causes.	


•

Conclusion: XMM-LSS is likely very pure but incomplete. SpARCS might be
complete but appears to be very impure.	


•

It turns out that this conclusion does not prevent either survey achieving its
original goals.

SpARCS (Muzzin et al.) is an IRAC selected sample with 103 z>0.8 clusters
over the same area. 	


Methodology:
• Robust: must be easily applicable to multiple catalogues.	

• One arcminute radius apertures placed using source RA, Dec.	

• BCG versus barycentre positions.	

• D (z) varies by +\- 8% over 0.8 < z < 2.	

• XMM: Compute posterior X-ray count rate distribution in each detector. 	

• Convert CR to flux and multiply P(flux) together.	

• Spitzer: Compute posterior summed 3.6 micron source flux distribution of
A

IRAC sources satisfying SpARCS [r-3.6u] colour cut.	


• Compare on f versus f diagram.	

• Stacking of X-ray images based upon Miriam Ramos’s recipe.
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X-ray selected clusters are more compact 	

than IRAC selected clusters.
Preferentially relaxed systems dynamical friction rules!
X-ray faint / bright IRAC clusters are	

suspiciously devoid of central starlight.
High stellar masses mean they
cannot easily be dismissed as
projections - mergers?
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Conclusions and open questions (1/2)
• XMM-LSS X-ray selected distant clusters are a dynamically relaxed subset of
the wider population of distant massive halos.	


• X-ray bright IRAC selected clusters are on average more extended.	

• Some X-ray bright IRAC selected clusters are missed by C1/C2. No surprise
here but can this be modelled? See Lorenzo Faccioli’s talk.	


• A large fraction (>50%) of bright IRAC selected clusters are X-ray absent even in the stacks.	


• Repeat - not X-ray faint, X-ray ABSENT.	

• Such sources are NOT virialised massive structures - they are either bound

yet unvirialised structures (mergers/pre-collapse) or pure projection effects.

Conclusions and open questions (2/2)
•
•

Galaxy over-density searches: are 50% of bright IRAC clusters projections? 	


•

Low fX, possibly merging systems would be interesting but can we afford the
resources required to investigate them?	


•

X-ray searches: We already know that we are missing bright point sources in
real clusters (at the 5-10% level). Are we also missing disrupted clusters?	


•

Implications? One wants to minimise the role of astrophysics in any X-ray
selection function.	


•

Optical samples require careful assessment of purity (via mocks?).

Is this “result” pervasive or technique-specific, e.g. red sequence versus
photo-z searches, opt-IRAC versus IRAC-IRAC? Probably depends upon the
redshift selection window.	


